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Reading List
Key Terms:
1. Ecocriticism
2. Ecofeminism

Explanatory Essay:
I have chosen to use ecocriticism or ecofeminism as my guiding key terms and lenses because
this field has interested me throughout my career as an English major. I have always liked
analyzing how the natural world is portrayed in literature and how it can function as a device and
provide deeply rich metaphors. Looking at the environment in literature in conjunction with
gender has also interested me, as it reveals the way stories can subvert or undermine the
male/society and feminine/nature binary, to complicate the way we see natural landscapes as
gendered spaces. Ecofeminism is a fascinating field that combines my passions for feminist
research on gender equality and environmental analysis, which is also interesting to me because
of my background as an Environmental Studies major. When it comes to applying these key
terms, I am more flexible and open minded as to where; right now, I am considering the works of
Virginia Woolf as a key feminist writer who I have some experience with, as well as perhaps
some of her peers and staying within the modernist era. However, I have found several sources
on ecofeminist poetics within Victorian poetry as well (including the works of Micheal Field,
among others). I plan to use this reading list to determine which time period (modernist or
victorian) and genre (novels or poetry) to apply an ecocritical lens.
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